ABSTRACT L-DNA, the mirror image of natural D-DNA, can be readily self-assembled into designer discrete or periodic nanostructures. The assembly products are characterized by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, circular dichroism spectrum, atomic force microscope, and fluorescence microscope. We found that the use of enantiomer DNA as building material leads to the formation of DNA supramolecules with opposite chirality. Therefore, the L-DNA self-assembly is a substantial complement to the structural DNA nanotechnology. Moreover, the L-DNA architectures feature superior nuclease resistance thus are appealing for in vivo medical applications.
One of the central tasks of nanotechnology is to construct nanoscale structures with designed geometry, topology, and periodicity. Among various materials used to build designer nanoarchitectures, DNA distinguishes itself by its predictable Watson-Crick base-paring, structural stiffness and flexibility, ease to synthesize, and biocompatibility. With a number of exciting breakthroughs in the past two decades, DNA-based self-assembly has been recognized as one of the most efficient and reliable methods for bottom-up construction. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] The success of DNA as a generic building material makes it appealing to involve other members of the nucleic acid family in nanoscale construction. For example, tecto-RNA motifs have been used to form square-shaped tiles that further selfassemble into finite or infinite sized two-dimensional (2D) arrays. 20 Unnatural nucleic acids, such as locked nucleic acid (LNA) 21 and peptide nucleic acid (PNA), 22 have also been incorporated into self-assembled DNA structures. Recently, a four-arm junction motif was synthesized using glycol nucleic acid (GNA). 23 However, the structural (e.g., helical repeats and diameter), physical (e.g., thermal stability), and chemical properties (e.g., activity to intercalating fluorescent dyes) of these unnatural nucleic acid species are usually different from those of DNA, which adds extra design work and experimental uncertainty in the construction of more complicated nanostructures.
Here we report the facile preparation of well-defined discrete, 1D and 2D nanostructures using mirror-image DNA, L-DNA, the enantiomer of the natural DNA, D-DNA, by simply applying previously reported DNA self-assembly designs and protocols. As perfect mirror-images, L-DNA and D-DNA possess the same duplex conformation except for their opposite chirality. 24, 25 They are physically and chemically identical to each other under nonchiral circumstances. Given a rich toolbox of DNA-tile motifs, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] it is therefore a straightforward and attractive idea to construct nanoarchitectures with L-DNA in substitution to the normally used D-DNA. Ideally, the geometry and periodicity of the resulting structures is expected to be identical to those composed of D-DNA. However, whether and how the difference in chirality of the DNA duplex is reflected on the supramolecular structure level remains mystery. Moreover, L-DNA strand is known to be resistant to various nucleases that only act on the D-DNA substrates. Therefore, for in vivo diagnostic and therapeutic applications using nucleic acidsbased nanostructures, the nuclease-resistant property is highly desirable, which inspired us to explore L-DNA self-assembly.
As a pilot experiment, we tested the self-assembly of L-DNA into the well-known four-arm junction (J1) structure, 32 which is composed of four duplex "arms" formed by four oligonucleotide strands ( Figure 1a , sequence details see the Supporting Information). First, stechiometric amounts of L-DNA strands were mixed in all possible combinations separately and annealed. As shown in Figure 1b , the correctly assembled partial or entire junction structure was resolved by the nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE). The exonuclease resistance of the nanojunctions was also tested. As expected, L-DNA J1 is resistant to exonuclease, while D-DNA J1 is completely digested under the same conditions ( Figure 1c The success of constructing Holliday junction analogue using L-DNA made us wonder whether it is possible to apply this strategy to fabricate higher ordered nanostructures, such as nanotubes and 2D nanoarrays from L-DNA. Mao's group recently reported the self-assembly of DNA nanotubes 33 and 2D crystals 34 each using a single oligonucleotide strand. We chose such structures as our model assembly targets because they are robust and cost efficient. Figure 2a shows the assembly scheme of the one-strand L-DNA nanotube. At a first glance, one would think it is an exact duplicate of the D-DNA nanotube, except that the DNA duplexes within are all left-handed. However, when a piece of periodic 2D array wraps-up to form a tube, it has both possibilities to spiral either right-handedly or left-handedly. Although it has been reported that DNA tiles can be selfassembled into chiral nanotubes, 35 their exact preference of chirality has never been revealed. Such chirality can be probed by atomic force microscope (AFM) imaging and examining the DNA nanotubes at the defect locations. Those defects, seen as the flat openings on the nanotubes under AFM, most likely arose from incomplete tube closing during tube formation. (One can imagine this as wrapping a narrow ribbon along a solid cylinder; nicks could arise where the ribbon is not tightly folded turn-by-turn.) Thus, the chirality in which a tube spirals can be easily determined by looking at the boundary between the single layer and double layer of the tube by AFM imaging. From these experiments, we discovered that L-and D-DNA nanotubes, assembled in the same experimental conditions, exhibit opposite chirality (see AFM images in Figure 2b and additional images in Figure  S3 and S4 in the Supporting Information). Specifically, the L-DNA tubes are exclusively right-handed while the D-DNA tubes are all left-handed with no exceptions within our observation. Therefore, we can relate the overall chirality of the nanotubes to the intrinsic chirality of the DNA duplexes. This is a very interesting phenomenon, as it suggests that the chirality of the self-assembled DNA supramolecular structures can be controlled by choosing one of the enantiomer oligonucleotides as the fundamental building material. We speculate that the formation of lefthanded chiral tubes by D-DNA may be attributed to the "relaxed" or underwound right-handed D-DNA duplexes under the in vitro conditions, which give arise to left-handed supercoils in the supermolecular structural level. Similarly, relaxed underwound left-handed L-DNA duplexes would lead to right-handed supercoils. Further study into this phenomenon regarding the mechanism of the chiral tube formation is guaranteed. Nevertheless, the formation of the right-handed L-DNA nanotubes spanning micrometers long was observed with no ambiguity.
Additionally, DNA exonuclease was incubated with the L-and D-DNA nanotubes. As shown in Figure 2c , the L-DNA nanotubes remained intact after enzyme digestion while the D-DNA ones were degraded. DNA nanotubes are known for its structural rigidity. 36 When properly labeled and modified, these exonuclease resistant L-DNA nanotubes could potentially serve as suitable bioprobing material for in vivo imaging applications.
As noted above, 2D arrays can also be assembled using a single DNA strand by aligning 1D D-DNA duplexes into 2D crystals. 34 Briefly, palindrome segments on the strand allow it to self-hybridize and form a pseudocontinuous duplex which can further self-assemble into 2D arrays by sticky-end recognitions. By using an L-DNA strand with the same sequence, we expect the same assembly will result as using D-DNA, given the fact that L-and D-DNA duplexes have the same number of base-pairs in a helical repeat. Figure  3a depicts the schematic of the 2D array structure formed from L-DNA strand. AFM images shown in Figure 3b and Figure S5 in Supporting Information clearly reveal that nice 2D arrays with high DNA density are formed, some of which curled-up to form tubes. Moreover, the rhombus-shape cavities were observed in zoom-in images, which are consistent with the crystal unit geometry and the lattice periodicity of the one strand D-DNA 2D array assembly reported by Mao's group. 34 In summary, we successfully constructed a series of designer nanoarchitectures using mirror-image DNA, L-DNA, an unnatural nucleic acid having the opposite helical chirality to the natural B-form DNA. By applying the wellestablished D-DNA self-assembly design principles and experimental conditions to L-DNA self-assembly, we have introduced a general method to build L-DNA nanostructures. One could easily relate this method to the "chiral pool synthesis" 37 strategy that is widely applied in organic chemistry: a chiral starting material undergoes a series of successive reactions using achiral reagents which retain its chirality to obtain the desired target asymmetric molecule. This work on L-DNA self-assembly enriches the library of unnatural nucleic acids that are useful in nanoscale construction. More importantly, this strategy provides a convenient way to gain control over the chirality of the supramolecular DNA nanostructures such as helical nanotubes.
Finally, nuclease-resistance of L-DNA enables the L-DNA nanostructures to survive in a biological environment. It has been found that L-DNA can be designed or selected to bind with small molecules 38 or peptides. 39 These properties open up opportunities for the in vivo medical applications of L-DNA nanostructures. For example, one can envision a selfassembled L-DNA nanocontainer delivering high density of small interfering RNA drugs to tumor cells. The supramolecular chiral nanostructure may also be used as a delivery vehicle for functional chiral nucleic acid sequences such as spiegelmers. 40 We expect L-DNA nanostructures to play an important role in addition to the other types of nucleic acid nanostructures for a wide range of bionanotechnology applications. 
